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Flexible Workplaces:
Teleworking and
Beyond
In this guide, you will discover:
• The definition and history of Flexible Workplaces
• How they can benefit your business and your
employees.
• How to select, develop and implement your own
Teleworking pilot program
• How to expand into other Flexible Workplace
Arrangement models.

• Reducing a company’s carbon footprint
• Preparing for emergencies
• Increasing employee job satisfaction
• Improving employee recruitment and retention

Why Should Your Company
Consider Flexible Workplaces?
By offering flexible work arrangements that meet
employees’ needs, both on and off the job, your
company can provide a low- or no-cost fringe benefit
that helps your company as much as it does your
employees and the community as a whole.

What is Teleworking?

• Staggered Work Hours

Teleworking is an arrangement that allows employees
to work from home or another location away from
the main office and is the most common form of
Flexible Workplaces. Its growth has been tied to
advancements in new technologies that opened
doors to remote working, along with an increased
focus on employees’ work-life balance and employee
recruitment. Teleworking can also help employees
avoid costly and frustrating commutes while still
maintaining and often improving job performance.
Teleworking has repeatedly shown to be effective
in job recruitment and retention, improving
morale, reducing office costs, reducing traffic and
accommodating the disabled.

• Job Sharing

Three phases of telework adoption have occurred:

Why are Employers looking at
Flexible Workplaces?

1. Growth Phase: From the 1980s to about 2010
teleworking expanded at a rapid rate. Teleworking
employers were innovative, and often attracted
and retained the most talented employees. Much
of the research focused on increased productivity,
improved job satisfaction and reduced traffic
congestion. Additionally, teleworking was viewed
as an environmental tool by reducing dangerous
vehicle emissions.

What are Flexible Workplaces?
Flexible Workplaces are broadly defined as any
work schedule or arrangement that varies from the
standard 9-to-5, Monday through Friday, in-the-office
work week. The flexible workplace programs we will
present in this guide are:
• Teleworking
• Flex Time
• Compressed Work Week

Motivations for how workplaces are structured
have changed. Here are just a few of the factors
influencing this change.
• Accommodating Millennials in and entering the
workforce
• Addressing traffic congestion
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2. Maintenance Phase: The rapid expansion of
teleworking led to a brief period of decline
and eventually a plateauing of participation
levels. Much of the decline came from full-time
teleworking. Fear of both isolation and being
overlooked for a promotion brought workers back
into the office. Research later showed that the
best value and return on teleworking came from
part-time teleworking (2-3 days/week). The decline
was further compounded in 2013 when Yahoo!
announced the discontinuance of their teleworking
program. Other employers began to question the
value and return on investment of teleworking.
3. Business Practice: Businesses have been adapting
to a new generation of employees (Millennials) that
grew up with computers and smart phones. These
workers desired a flexible work environment, along
with improvements to their work-life balance.
Since 2014, it has become increasingly apparent
that teleworking in some form is here to stay.
Employers are viewing teleworking as less of a
privilege and more of a business practice that is
essential for:
• Employee recruitment and retention
• Emergency preparedness
• Reductions in overhead costs.

Why Does Teleworking Make
Sense?
For Employers:
Reduced overhead: Many facilities and real estate
planners have discovered the powerful impact
of teleworking in decreasing overhead costs.
Teleworking allows employers to save on costs such
as office space and equipment, employee parking
and parking subsidies.
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Improved employee retention and recruitment:
Teleworkers often cite “the ability to work at home”
as having a great impact on staying with their current
employers. Also, the option of teleworking is an
appealing benefit that attracts skilled professionals
from across the nation, giving a greater edge when
recruiting in a tight labour market.
Reduced absenteeism: Studies show that employees
who telework take two to four fewer sick days each
year than other employees. Even on days when
they have a sick child, a midday appointment or
car trouble, they frequently find time to complete
their work.
Improved productivity: Teleworkers work more
efficiently without many office-related distractions.
Consequently, they typically work longer. Studies
have documented increases in productivity ranging
from 10% to 20% due to teleworking.

For Employees:
Improved morale: Employees enjoy teleworking.
They appreciate being trusted by their employers and
the opportunity to enjoy a higher quality of home
and work life.
Greater flexibility: Teleworking provides
employees with greater flexibility in balancing
their work and personal needs. Employees can
arrange their schedules to work during peak hours
and to accommodate child-care duties, medical
appointments or school.
Reduced commuting stress and expense: No traffic
jams, commuting stress, or searching for parking on
telework days. Teleworkers save two to three hours
per day by not commuting. Teleworkers spend less
money on work apparel, dry cleaning, eating out,
car maintenance, gasoline, parking fees, and other
expenses typically associated with working at
an office.
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Improved quality of life: Teleworkers often use
the time saved to work more, spend time with their
families, cook, exercise, and live a more fulfilling life.

For the Community:
Reduced traffic congestion and pollution:
Whenever fewer people commute, especially at peak
rush hours, there is less traffic and air pollution. This
helps create a cleaner environment and reduces road
and highway maintenance expenses. This practice
gets us one step closer to being ‘greener.’
Enhanced economic development: Teleworking
can improve the region’s overall economic health
by lowering the wasted economic cost of traffic
congestion and creating a more vital and livable
community. Residents who live and work in the
community, shop at and use nearby businesses,
bolster the local economy and encourage new
development.
Safer Communities: Greater numbers of employees
working at home means that more people are home
during the daytime hours, when most communities
otherwise become ghost towns. Having a more active
presence during the day can also help reduce crime.
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Tips for Temporary Teleworking
Employers responding to the COVID-19 crisis moved
quickly to implement teleworking. A few tips to
consider when doing so include:
• Set up a task force to address policies and
procedures. This can range from addressing
liability concerns to how employees can obtain
office supplies.
• Adjustments to having a whole department
teleworking versus just one individual require all
employees to embrace available technologies
and be proactive with communication. For some
employers, that may include setting up instant
messaging, but if the whole team does not use it
or struggles to set it up correctly teamwork and
communication can suffer. Other ideas include
setting up core times for team conversations.
Scheduling calls with others in advance should be
a practice to avoid untimely disruptions.
• Create an environment that supports teamwork.
Remember that communication is not solely
about an exchange, but rather it offers a social
element so that home workers do not end up
feeling isolated.
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Employee Guidance
Employees who telework often learn that working
remotely is different than they expected and that it
requires specific skills and habits. The following tips
will help employees get to work while at home:
1. Home office set up. It is important for employees
to set up their home office correctly. Most
employers will provide simple to understand
guidance on home office set up. Employees
should also identify the areas in their home from
where they will be teleworking. Sitting by the pool
side or using the kitchen countertop as a desk may
not be ideal. Employees should find a place that is
quiet where work-related materials can be stored
in a safe location. When considering a full-time
arrangement, some employers have invested in
desks and chairs for the employee’s home office.
2. Master the basics.
• Employees should set up call forwarding from
the office to their home or cell line depending
on their employer’s communication arrangement.
Personal phones should not be used long term

Teleworkers
Use Less Sick
Time
Often an employee will call in sick if
feeling marginal, not wanting to infect
others. However, working from home,
most teleworkers who are feeling marginal
can complete the work day. On average,
teleworkers use 3 to 4 fewer sick days
each year.
Source: International Telework Council
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and there needs to be a clear accounting for
phone related expenditures.
• Have teleworkers add their telework schedule to
their email signature lines.
• Employees need to learn how to safely access
files and store records. If the employee lacks
outside access to the company server, using
something like DropBox can suffice temporarily.
• Use Skype or Teams or another instant messaging
client to stay connected to colleagues.
• Utilize a teleconferencing tool such as Zoom for
meetings and group discussion.
3. C
 reate a system for measuring progress.
Management by performance is critical to the
success of teleworking. Managers and employees
should discuss weekly goals and follow up on their
completion.
4. M
 inimize distraction. A common occurrence when
a person is teleworking is that others perceive
them as being at home and available to talk and
socialize. Some teleworkers make sure to park
their car in the garage, so people are not enticed
to stop in. The same applies to family. Children
returning from school can be a big distraction if
they are not aware of the need for the teleworker
to not be disturbed.
5. S
 tay connected. Many people say they do not
contact teleworkers when working remotely.
Teleworkers need to be equally accessible to
co-workers as they would in the office. Some
teleworkers set up a routine with colleagues, for
example, if an employee would have coffee in
the morning with a work colleague, they should
consider continuing that practice through a tool
like Zoom where they can chat comfortably and
feel connected to colleagues.
6. D
 ress for work. Working from home does not
lower professional standards. The way someone
would dress in the office is how they should dress
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when participating in a conference call. Employees
should avoid sitting around in pajamas all day.
Some teleworkers get up, have breakfast, get
dressed and walk around the block before starting
work to create that separation between home life
and work life.

Supervisor Guidance
Successful arrangements often depend on how well
the supervisor and employee communicate with each
other. Employees should document what work they
plan to do and report back with what was actually
accomplished. The better the communication, the
better the telework experience will be.
Communicate Policies and Procedures. Beyond
what the employer establishes in the way of policy,
department heads may need to define procedures for
their work group. For example, deadlines need to be
clear and supervisors should not expect employees to
produce more than what they would produce in the
office. Most often employees can be more productive
but making it a specific goal for the program could
appear exploitive.
Review technology needs and resources. Identify
the technology tools staff use in their daily work and
determine whether the resources will be accessible
when working from home and ensure employees
know how to access your team’s local technical
support should they need assistance.
Draft a work plan. Review the questions below with
staff and work through answers together.
• What routine responsibilities/tasks cannot be
fulfilled while working remotely and how will these
impact operations or other people? What are
ways to reduce the impacts?
• What routine responsibilities/tasks require regular
communication and collaboration with others?
Proactively contact each partner to confirm how
you will communicate while everyone is working
remotely.
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• Oftentimes employees experience fewer
interruptions while teleworking. Are there any
special projects or tasks that they can advance
while working remotely?
• What events or meetings are scheduled during
the time in which the temporary telework
arrangement is in place? Will they be postponed
or canceled, or will they take place using
technology? What follow-up needs to occur due
to postponements or cancellations?
Be positive. A positive attitude toward teleworking
and a willingness to trust employees to telework
effectively is key to making such arrangements
successful and productive. Teleworking presents
an opportunity for managers to become better
supervisors. Instead of focusing on how many hours
your employees are working, re-emphasize a focus
on measuring results and reaching objectives—
regardless of work arrangement. The employee’s
completed work product is the indicator of success,
rather than direct observation. By focusing on the
employee’s work product, telemanagers will improve
their organizational abilities and their own skill in
managing by objectives.

The Teleworking Pilot
Program
10 Steps to Design, Implement and
Monitor a Successful Telework Pilot
Program
If you are new to teleworking, you may want to
work through the 10 steps sequentially. Otherwise,
review your current situation and organize a tailored
implementation plan following only the steps that are
needed.
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1. Define Program Goals
Work with your team to explore your goals and
objectives and the potential benefits of telework
to your organization, to your employees and to the
community. Define with management what aspects
of teleworking make sense for your company (for
example, working from home, working from a satellite
centre or other locations including coffee shops,
libraries and neighbourhood centres).

2. Form a Steering Committee
Form a Steering Committee to develop a pilot
program. Include representatives from human
resources, information technology, facilities and
departments that plan to participate in the pilot.
The steering committee will develop policies and
procedures and the process for selecting teleworkers.

3. Select the Program Manager
The Program Manager will have decision-making
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ability to form the internal steering committee and
will serve as the main contact for the telework pilot
process. In most cases, the Program Manager is a
human resource professional.

4. Develop Policies
Develop telework policies and procedures to
clarify employee, supervisor and employer roles
and responsibilities, as well as the process for
selecting telework jobs, employees, the frequency
of teleworking, and any other issues regarding the
telework arrangement.

5. Assess Costs and Savings
Assess costs and savings to determine any added
financial requirements for telework implementation.
Often during an initial pilot, employers do not invest
much in the way of new equipment or satellite
work locations. Employers assess the pilot program
to determine the benefits before committing to a
budget for teleworkers.
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6. Develop Technology Component
Ensure that the technology is in place to support each
job function selected. An array of software packages
can help with remote access, teleconferencing,
teamwork, archiving and instant messaging. This
toolkit provides a list of links to currently available
software that support working remotely.

7. Select Teleworkers and Supervisors
Select employees who are top performers and whose
jobs are conducive to telework. Do not assume that
a whole department is ineligible due to the nature
of their work, often departments have different job
functions. For example, police departments have
often been excluded from teleworking, however,
experience has shown that detectives can benefit
from working from home one day per week to
prepare all their paperwork. Selecting appropriate
supervisors who can effectively manage by objective
is an important element. If a supervisor needs to see
their employees working to feel comfortable that
work is being accomplished, having an employee
work from home can be challenging.

8. Train Teleworkers and Supervisors
Most teleworkers and their supervisors need
training to understand the rules, and to establish a
communication arrangement between the employee
and supervisor. Training may include exercises where
employees and managers work together to define
performance measurements for remote work.

9. Implement and Evaluate
Implement the pilot program and monitor
performance. Surveying the teleworkers and
supervisors is critical around the six-month point in a
pilot. This allows for sufficient time for the program
to be established and offers the opportunity to
make improvements to the program. Nearly every

employer testing teleworking modifies elements of
their program within the first year.

10. Expand the Program
Expand the program as warranted, based upon
the results of the pilot and with input from middle
managers. The timeline for implementation can be up
to four months to design, select and train participants
with the pilot itself running no less than three months
and no more than one year.

Step 1: Define Program
Goals
When you first start the program, you may not need
everyone’s support, so go for the easiest successes at
first. It will probably require a combination of group
presentations and one-on-one meetings. Consider
your stakeholders that will help move the program
from pilot to reality.

Management Proposal
When making a proposal to management, be
prepared to answer the following questions:
• What is teleworking?
• What are the benefits to the employer, to
employees and to the community?
• What evidence exists to support teleworking?
• How should a pilot program be set up to allow for
concept testing?
• Given the type of business and corporate culture,
which job functions would be ideal for a pilot
program?
• What savings to the company will there be, if any?
• What are the costs, if any?
• What technological requirements will there be,
if any?
• What are the next steps for moving forward?

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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Key Selling Points
Selling a telework program to management should
focus on the following benefits:
• Flexible workplace - a new business model
• Employee recruitment and retention
• Carbon footprint reduction
• Reduced overhead costs
• Employee effectiveness measured in productivity
and performance

Case Example – Xerox Corporation
Out of the large companies interviewed, Xerox has been offering telework options the longest.
Starting with data-entry jobs more than 30 years ago, Xerox would hand-deliver key-punch machines
to employees’ homes to help them perform their jobs remotely.
Today, more than 8,000 employees work from home full time in a wide range of positions, including
software programmers, systems developers and finance directors. Thousands of other employees
worldwide work remotely some of the time.
The benefits to employees and to the company are numerous, said Diane O’Connor, Xerox’s vice
president, Global Environment, Health, Safety & Sustainability.
“For the employees: lower commuting costs, more control of their work environment and a better
work-life balance,” O’Connor said, adding that the benefits to the company “help us reach and
retain qualified and talented employees who play a key role in ensuring the well-being of all our
stakeholders, from our customers and operations to our communities.”
Annually, Xerox teleworkers drive 92 million fewer miles, saving 4.6 million gallons of gas, reducing
carbon dioxide emissions by nearly 41,000 metric tons and saving over $10 million.
“Good for Xerox, good for our employees and good for our world,” O’Connor said.
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Teleworking Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Can middle management effectively monitor employees who are not visible at the office?
A: Most managers are encouraged to manage staff by objective and not by sight. In teleworking
arrangements managers must know how to manage by objective. Often a manager might start by
discussing weekly activities that a teleworker plans to perform from home and revisit the list at the
end of each week. Training a manager about teleworking usually includes exercises on defining work
tasks, establishing realistic goals, and establishing parameters with regard to when and where the
employee will be allowed to telework.
Q: Who can telework?
A: It depends on your company’s policy about eligibility. Some employers will require an employee
to work in the office for the first year to become accustomed to the corporate culture. Others
define annual performance measurements that must be achieved to become eligible. But the first
item is looking at whether work can be done from home. Employees with customer interface may
be challenged in finding work that can be taken home. A broad range of departments have used
teleworking effectively, including: finance, human resources, engineering, and many others.
Q: Who will manage staff when they work from home?
A: Teleworking is not a change in job function or responsibility. The existing manager should continue to
supervise, but in some cases, that manager may require training.
Q: What type of employees should work from home?
A: The ideal teleworkers are your top performers. A good teleworker is well organized, can work
independently and requires minimal supervision. Successful teleworkers have a high degree of job
skill and knowledge, and strong time management skills. Teleworkers like working at home or away
from the office for at least part of the week, and do not mind working alone. Teleworking is not ideal
or desirable for every employee. Low performing employees are likely to be less effective working
from home without direct supervision.
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Q: Who is the ideal manager for supervising teleworkers?
A: T
 he ideal supervisor of teleworkers has a positive attitude towards teleworking and is willing to
allow employees to telework. A supervisor manages by results and not by monitoring work hours.
Effective supervisors delegate work easily, are well organized and trust their employees. Not every
manager is comfortable with a style of management that is conducive to successful teleworking.
Q: Will employees work less if they are at home working unsupervised?
A: No, most employees want the telework arrangements to be successful. Studies show significant
increases in productivity. The gains have been found to be as high as 20% greater productivity.
Fewer distractions, less stress and comfortable surroundings lend to the success of teleworking.
Where there have been decreases in productivity, it is because there was insufficient review in
selecting good teleworking candidate. Not everyone is suited for teleworking, and employees
who perform poorly in the office will probably perform even worse without direct supervision.
Q: Is teleworking a substitute for child or elder care?
A: N
 o, a teleworker must focus on his or her job, not handle demanding child or elder-care situations.
However, due to their flexibility, teleworkers are better able to manage their work/family schedules.
There are exceptions such as when elder care involves minimal distraction.

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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Step 2: Form a Steering
Committee
Forming a Steering Committee to guide the telework
program design, implementation and monitoring
is often needed for large employers that have a
variety of departments performing different types
of work. Management should identify a committee
member from each department participating in the
pilot. Additionally, human resources, information
technology, and facilities representatives should be
invited to participate.
Bi-weekly meetings for the program design, selection
and training phases of the pilot may take up to four
months to complete. A standard meeting schedule
should include discussions around the following
topics:
Meeting 1

Define goals

Meeting 2	Teleworker and supervisor selection
process
Meeting 3

Assess program costs and savings

Meeting 4

 efine implementation timeline and
D
define roles and responsibilities

Meeting 5	Determine baseline for measuring
performance and create tracking
mechanisms for measuring
performance

Program Manager is a human resource professional
who has been trained in working with management
and employees and has a good understanding of
corporate policies and procedures. They will serve
as the middle person between management and
teleworkers. The Program Manager needs to work
with management in establishing goals for the
program, defining the metric for measuring success
and supporting the overall implementation of the
program.
The Program Manager’s six primary functions are:
• Sells the Program
• Makes Presentations
• Recruits Supporters and Pilot
• Plays a Leadership Role
• Helps Select Participants
• Troubleshoots

Step 4: Develop Policies
Many firms currently have teleworking
policies in place. Check with human resources to
determine whether you have a policy and if not,
work to develop a policy that could be added to
the employee handbook. You are welcome to use
the Sample Telework Program Policy below as a
starting point.

Once the program is implemented the committee
can meet monthly to review program performance
and make changes as needed. The committee may
also need to meet to troubleshoot issues that arise
during implementation.

Step 3: Select the Program
Manager
The Program Manager plays an important role in
any successful teleworking program. Often the

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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A Sample Telework Program Policy
Teleworking is the concept of working from home on a full or a
part-time basis. Teleworking is not a formal, universal employee
benefit. Rather, it is an alternative method of meeting the
needs of the agency. The agency has the right to refuse to
make teleworking available to an employee and to terminate a teleworking
arrangement at any time. Employees are not required to telework. Employees
have the right to refuse to telework if the option is made available. The agency’s
policies for teleworking are as follows:
Compensation and Work Hour: The employee’s compensation, benefits, work status and work
responsibilities will not change due to participation in the teleworking program. The amount of time
the employee is expected to work per day or pay period will not change because of participation in
the teleworking program.
Eligibility: Successful teleworkers have the support of their supervisors. Employees will be selected
based on the suitability of their jobs, an evaluation of the likelihood of their being successful
teleworkers, and an evaluation of their supervisor’s ability to manage remote workers. Each
department will make its own selections. Upon acceptance to the program both the employee and
manager will be expected to complete a training course designed to prepare them for the teleworking
experience. All teleworkers must sign an agreement.
Equipment/Tools: Most teleworkers are expected to have their own equipment at home. In rare
instances, the agency may provide specific tools/equipment for the employee to perform his/her
current duties. This may include computer hardware, computer software, email, voicemail, connectivity
to host applications, and other applicable equipment as deemed necessary.
The use of equipment, software, data supplies and furniture when provided by the agency for use at
home is limited to authorized persons and for purposes relating to agency business only. When the
employee uses his/her own equipment, the employee is responsible for maintenance and repair of
equipment.
Workspace: The employee shall designate a workspace within the remote work location for placement
and installation of equipment to be used while teleworking. The employee shall maintain this
workspace in a safe condition, free from hazards and other dangers to the employee and equipment.
Any agency materials taken home should be kept in the designated work area at home and not be
made accessible to others.
Office Supplies: Office supplies will be provided by the agency as needed. Out-of-pocket expenses
for other supplies will not be reimbursed unless by prior approval of the employee’s manager.
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Workers’ Compensation: During work hours and while performing work functions in the designated
work area of the home, teleworkers are covered by workers’ compensation.
Liability: The employee’s home workspace will be considered an extension of the agency’s workspace.
Therefore, the agency will continue to be liable for job-related accidents that occur in the employee’s
home workspace during the employee’s working hours.
The agency will be liable for injuries or illnesses that occur during the employee’s agreed-upon work
hours. The employee’s at-home work hours will conform to a schedule agreed upon by the employee
and his/her supervisor. If such a schedule has not been agreed upon, the employee’s work hours will
be assumed to be the same as before the employee began teleworking.
The agency assumes no liability for injuries occurring in the employee’s home workspace outside the
agreed-upon work hours.
The agency is not liable for loss, destruction, or injury that may occur in or to the employee’s home.
This includes family members, visitors, or others that may become injured within or around the
employee’s home.
No third-party visitors are to be invited to the employee’s home for work purposes, during the
telework day.
Dependent Care: Teleworking is not a substitute for dependent care. Teleworkers will not be available
during agency core hours to provide dependent care.
Income Tax: It will be the employee’s responsibility to determine any tax implications of maintaining a
home office area. The agency will not provide tax guidance, nor will the agency assume any additional
tax liabilities. Employees are encouraged to consult with a qualified tax professional to discuss income
tax implications.
Communication: Employees must be available by phone and email during core hours. All client
interactions will be conducted on a client or agency site. Participants will still be available for staff
meetings, and other meetings deemed necessary by management. The agency will pay work-related
voice and data communication charges.
Evaluation: The employee shall agree to participate in all studies, inquiries, reports and analyses
relating to this program. The employee remains obligated to comply with all agency rules, practices
and instructions.

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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Step 5: Assess Costs and
Savings
Teleworking can bring cost savings to an employer in
reducing overhead expenses, improving employee
retention and supporting emergency preparedness.
Reduced Overhead Cost: Telework offers the
potential for reduced overhead from facility savings,
energy savings and lower parking demand. Some
employers achieve real estate savings by eliminating
the office space of teleworkers in favor of shared
workstations. A concept called ‘hoteling’ can replace
individual workstations, where employees make
reservations for a workstation on the days they plan
to work from the office facility.
Improved Employee Retention: Happy employees
tend to stay with their employer longer. Studies
have shown that teleworkers have a more positive
opinion of the organization and senior management
than non-teleworkers. Telework has also been shown
to help retain the best ‘talent’ or ‘high-knowledge’
workers. Losing a valued employee can cost an
employer $10,000 to $30,000.
Emergency Preparedness and Continuity of
Operations Plans: Companies are finding that
teleworking is not only an effective business strategy
for day-to-day operations, but also an essential tool
in preparing for, and recovering from, a catastrophic
natural or man-made disaster. Teleworking can
play an instrumental part in keeping your business
productive and operational, regardless of the
condition of your office building in the aftermath of a
disaster.
Recent lessons learned in using teleworking for
emergency preparedness:
• Telecommunications infrastructure may be more
robust than the roadway infrastructure.
• Organizations with existing remote access are more
resilient.
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Employee Health and
Safety
Ensure that teleworkers’ health and
safety is not compromised. This may require
teleworkers to certify that their home work
environment meets applicable standards and
undergo a home inspection. The employer’s
potential liability for in-home accidents to
teleworkers or their families could also be a
concern.
Telework in Canada, Case Studies in Sustainable
Transportation, Transport Canada, 2007.

However, teleworking cannot be an impetuous
solution to a disaster. Pre-planning is key to quick
recovery.

Cost of Telework Implementation
Preparing for the pilot:
• Labour/time for project team members
• Legal or consultant fees
• Development of training programs
• Conducting training/staff time to attend training
• Information Technology set-up costs can range from
minimal to major and depend upon a wide range of
factors, including:
• Information Technology staff time to design/
implement changes
• Costs associated with changes to network,
security, etc.
• Additional computer equipment required
• Additional software required
• Additional bandwidth required
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Employee Outfitting Costs
Employee “Outfitting” Costs are associated with
readying your employees for telework and can also
range from minimal to major and can be influenced
by the type of work conducted remotely and the
frequency of telework. They include:
• Telephone (land line or mobile)
• Computer
• Peripherals (printer, scanner, web cam, etc.)
• Office furniture (a good chair is the highest priority)
• Supplies (paper, ink, toner, file folders, etc.)

Ongoing Operational Costs:
• Program Manager salary
• Information Technology support
• Ongoing training and training new teleworkers
• Computer/peripheral equipment maintenance
• Web-based Software as a Service fees
• Additional software licenses
• Minimum Wage Requirement for Homeworkers

Employee Savings
Calculator From Global
Work Place Analytics
http://globalworkplaceanalytics.
com/employee-savings-calculator

Step 6 – Develop
Technology Component
Cyber security is a top priority for businesses that
are considering the establishment of a telework
program. Unfortunately, there is no specific
technology package that underlies a successful
telework program. Each organization, depending
on their distinct activities, will find a different mix of
technological tools to fit their needs.
Most employees who telework use remote
access technologies to interface with a company’s
non-public resources. This brings a higher risk than
similar technologies only accessed from inside the
company. Concerns can include the lack of physical
security controls, the use of unsecured networks,
the connection of infected devices to internal
networks, and the availability of internal resources
to external hosts.
Companies need to consider the follow cyber security
concerns when developing a telework program:
• Plan telework security policies and controls based
on the assumption that external environments
contain hostile threats. An organization should
assume that external facilities, networks, and
devices contain hostile threats that will attempt
to gain access to the organization’s data and
resources. Organizations should assume that
telework client devices, which are used in a variety
of external locations and are particularly prone to
loss or theft, will be acquired by malicious parties
who will attempt to recover sensitive data from
them. Options for mitigating this type of threat
include encrypting the device’s storage and not
storing sensitive data on client devices.
• Organizations should also assume that
communications on external networks, which are
outside the organization’s control, are susceptible to
eavesdropping, interception, and modification. This
type of threat can be mitigated, but not eliminated,
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by using encryption technologies to protect the
confidentiality and integrity of communications,
as well as authenticating each of the endpoints to
each other to verify their identities.
• Another important assumption is that telework
client devices will become infected with malware;
possible controls for this include using anti-malware
technologies, using network access control
solutions that verify the client’s security posture
before granting access, and using a separate
network at the organization’s facilities for telework
client devices brought in for internal use.
• Develop a telework security policy that defines
telework and remote access requirements. A
telework security policy should define which forms
of remote access the organization permits, which
types of telework devices are permitted to use each
form of remote access, and the type of access each
type of teleworker is granted. Having tiered levels
of remote access allows an organization to limit
the risk it incurs by permitting the most-controlled
devices to have the most access and the leastcontrolled devices to have minimal access.

• Companies should ensure that all types of telework
client devices are secured, including personal
computers, cell phones, and personal data
assistants.

A study by Staples
Advantage found 76% of
teleworkers were willing
to work overtime and felt
more loyal to their company with
the option for remote work and
telecommuting. Additionally, 80%
reported a better work-life balance.
Companies that prioritize a healthy
work-life balance do not have the
high turnover rates when compared
to other businesses that downprioritize work-life balance.

• Companies may also choose to reduce risk by
prohibiting telework and remote access involving
types of information, such as highly sensitive
personally identifiable information.
• Companies should also carefully consider the
network placement of remote access servers;
in most cases, a server should be placed at an
organization’s network perimeter so that it acts as
a single point of entry to the network and enforces
the telework security policy before any remote
access traffic is permitted into the organization’s
internal networks. Examples are applying operating
system and application updates promptly, disabling
unneeded services, and using anti-malware software
and a personal firewall.

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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In a recent Citrix Study
on the future of the
workplace, 47% of
Canadian organizations say that
attracting talent is a key driver to
implementing a teleworking policy.
As the economy recovers and aging
workers retire, competition will be
fierce for the most talented, highly
trained individuals. They’ll look
most favourably on organizations
that value the benefits that
teleworking provides, like flexibility,
mobility and work-life balance.

Virtual Private Networks: The following links are
for your information and not an endorsement of
recommendation of Telework Peel.
Citrix XenDesktop
VMware vCenter
VirtualBox
TeamViewer
OpenVPN
Video Conferencing and Online Collation Tools:
Technology today can allow for people to meet
face-to-face, virtually through a variety of products
available online. Note that having a good computer
at each end ensures that connectivity is seamless and
not subject to poor volume and visual display.
GoToMeeting
BigBlueButton
AdobeConnect

Options for Telework Access

Google Hangouts

Document Storage: Years ago, teleworkers would
work on documents at home and physically carry a
storage drive to back and forth from home to work.
While this was an effective method, it presented
security issues of having potential sensitive
information on a device that could be lost or stolen.
The same issue applies when using laptops as a
storage device on the hard drive.

Skype via Office 365

Virtual Private Networks: Virtual Private Networks
and virtual desktop software provide a near seamless
method for storing data in one location that can
be accessed remotely. They can encrypt data when
transferring. Virtual Desktop goes an additional
step of allowing access to software and essentially
maintains the same office work computer at home.
Lastly, Software as a Service provides an online
software environment that can be accessed through
any computer using a login. A variety of products are
currently available.

Asana
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Remote Collaboration: These tools can allow for
active communication through messaging, storing
and sharing documents, using video conferencing
easily, and more.
Slack
Yammer

Step 7: Select Teleworkers
and Supervisors
The most important element in conducting a
successful pilot is the process used to select
teleworkers. Selecting the right person can make
the difference between productivity gains or losses.
For example, most employers select top performing
employees for teleworking. The idea is that a good
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performer is unlikely to be less motivated in a
home environment. In fact, when selecting the right
teleworker, gains in performance are common.
Three questions employers should ask when selecting
teleworkers, include:
1. Can the work be performed remotely? Examine:
• Remote access to work files
• Security concerns about access to files, materials
or another sensitive item
• Teamwork
• Office resources
• Able to set aside enough work for a full day at
home
2. Is the employee a top performer with
demonstrated ability in working independently?
Examine:
• Past performance reports
• Supervisor support (Can the supervisor manage
by objective?)

A study conducted by the
Telework Research Network
for WORKShift Calgary
determined that if the 4.3
million Canadians with jobs that
were able to be done from home
began part-time telecommuting, it
could save employers over $10,000
per employee.
Hour 1: Explaining teleworking and the program.
Hour 2: Training teleworkers and their supervisors
on establishing goals, defining the work product,
creating a communication arrangement and
measuring performance.
The following questions should be addressed in
the training:
• What is teleworking?

• In-office staff cooperation

• What makes for a successful program?

•S
 elf-motivation

• How can teleworking be implemented in the
department while balancing workload between
in-office staff and teleworkers?

3. Does the employee have the necessary home
environment for teleworking? Examine:
• Dedicated workspace
• Minimal disruptions
• Available equipment

Step 8: Train Teleworkers
and Supervisors
Each teleworker and their supervisor should
participate in a two-hour training session that explains
the program policies and procedures, expectations
and process to participate. Clear training can help
reduce the number of potential problems by training
both the teleworker and supervisor together.
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• When is the employee expected in the office? Are
there core days during which teleworking is an
option? Are there core times during the day that
employees are expected to be available?
• Who sets work expectations? How can a supervisor
work with the teleworker to sufficiently define
the product that is to be produced during the
telework day?
• Should teleworkers prepare a weekly assignment list
for review by the supervisor prior to teleworking?
• When and how can performance be evaluated?
• How frequently can the employee telework?
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6 more questions to ask when selecting
teleworkers.
Q:

How long has the employee been with the employer?

A:	Many employers require a teleworker to have at least one year of experience working in
the office. This is common because employees need to learn the corporate culture, internal
processes and develop work relationships with team members and support staff.
Q:

Does the job require customer interaction?

A:

If the job requires face-to-face interaction, define the times the employee needs to be
available. If employees want to telework, see if they have enough work that could be
performed at home. For example, a counselor may meet four days a week with customers but
require one day each week to complete paperwork. That day could be the telework day.

Q:

How critical is teamwork? Can teamwork be performed remotely?

A:

 eamwork is often required to ensure top performance, however, just being in the same office
T
doesn’t mean that more teamwork is happening. A department that requires teamwork may
want to consider establishing core work days or times. For example, an employer might require
all employees to be in the office Tuesdays and Thursdays, leaving the other days for possible
teleworking. Also, look at the available software packages designed to facilitate teamwork.
Some allow for focused discussions that can be as effective as face-to-face interaction.

Q:	Can a teleworker demonstrate work quantity or other similar measurement for
performance review?
A:	Some employees may have discernable performance measurements such as customer calls
per day, number of applications completed, letters produced, and so on. However, most
teleworkers do not. Many employers rely on the supervisor’s assessment of performance.
Studies have shown that supervisors have a good sense of changes in performance, especially
over time. At the end of a six-month pilot, supervisors should be able to determine whether
the teleworker is equally, less, or more productive. This assessment is especially accurate when
supervisors work with the teleworker to define performance objectives and the supervisor is
experienced in management by objective.
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Q:

Can a unionized employee telework?

A:	Most unions support teleworking when the purpose is to improve work-life balance or other
improvement in the employee’s work condition. Unions have expressed concerns about a
telework program that is simply designed around getting more production without adding
additional compensation. Talk with your union leaders in advance of developing a selection
criterion.
Q:	Does the employee feel confident that he/she is able to be productive when working in a
somewhat isolated setting?
A:

 ave each telework candidate complete a survey about their ability to work from home. The
H
survey will help candidates think through key issues related to working remotely.

For sample surveys, see:
Sample Selection Survey
Sample Self-Assessment Survey

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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Management by Objective
In a telework environment, managing by results and
not by physical presence requires a corporate culture
that is results-oriented, focusing on performance
management systems that acknowledge and reward
high-performance. It is important for the supervisor of
a teleworker to have skills in managing by objective.
Sometimes including a training segment on managing
by objective can help both the supervisor and the
teleworker to see how to establish a clear definition
of objectives and performance indicators and ensure
close monitoring of those indicators.

For More Resources See Links Below:
Employee Training
Training Presentation-Download Teleworker and
Supervisor Training Slides

Home Office Set-up
Employers should make their employees aware of
setting up a safe workspace at home. The following
guidance is offered by the Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety. A copy of this
information should be provided to teleworkers with
the understanding that they need to abide by this
guidance.
Occupational Health and Safety Guidance Document
A home office should meet the same health and
safety standards as those available at work. For
example, you should make sure that:
• Your desk, chair and other accessories are of a
comparable (equal) quality to that in the office.
The desk should be appropriate height and sturdy
enough to handle the weight of any peripheral
equipment that you may place on it (for example,
computers, printers, fax machines, scanners, etc.).
• Your workstation is adjusted properly. The keyboard
is at the right height (wrists are in a neutral
position). The kitchen table is not an ideal work
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surface as the table is too high and does not allow
for proper positioning of the wrists in relation to the
keyboard.
• Lighting is properly arranged. There should not be
reflections on or glare from the computer monitor.
For more information on how to set up a workstation,
please see the Ergonomics section of Occupational
Health and Safety answers here: Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety

Step 9: Implement and
Evaluate
Launching the Pilot
On day one, a teleworker and supervisor can
structure the teleworking arrangement by working
through a telework assignment form, simply a list
of assignments to be performed from home. This
is often done weekly for the first month or two to
ensure that supervisor expectations and teleworker
performance are aligned. Most supervisors evolve
into an understanding with employees about what
work is done from home and what is done from the
office and stop using the form.
With clarity about assignments, the teleworker can
begin. Rarely do employers make a big deal about
the launch. It does not inspire better participation
and only serves as a reminder to those who cannot
telework that they may be missing out.

Evaluating the Pilot
While it is important for a teleworker and supervisor
to develop weekly assignments and thus, provide
some measure of tracking performance, it is also
valuable to conduct focus group sessions and
evaluation surveys at various times during the pilot.
This is different from the self-selection surveys that
were described previously.
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Pre-Pilot Survey: Around one to two weeks prior to
implementation, circulate a pre-pilot survey for both
teleworkers and supervisors. The purpose of the presurvey is to examine attitudes toward teleworking,
perceived barriers, expectations and, where
appropriate, a measurable baseline.
Mid-Pilot Focus Groups: It is recommended that
select employees be invited to a focus group
discussion around the middle of the pilot. The focus
group session would be for one hour and would
include up to 12 teleworkers from a cross section of
departments and/or work functions. This can also
be done with a group of supervisors, often a smaller
group of 6 to 8 people. Supervisor focus groups are
more interactive and thus, require fewer participants
than the teleworker focus group. The topics to
be addressed in a focus group should include the
following items:

The responsibility for
providing work-related
equipment to teleworkers
is roughly split between
agencies providing the equipment
(30%), teleworkers providing
their own equipment (29%),
and agencies sharing costs with
employees (38%). Many employees
find the opportunity to telework is
so worthwhile they choose to use
their personal equipment when
equipment is not available from
their agencies.

• Meeting deadlines
• Overall and/or employee productivity
• Progress of individual or team assignments
• Availability to receive and return calls
• Impacts on the employee at home as well as
other staff in the office
• Customer service delivery
• The ability to attend meetings, even on short
notice
Sample Focus Group Report
Pilot Evaluation Survey: At the end of the pilot
period, it is important to conduct a survey of both
teleworkers and supervisors. The purpose of the
survey is to see what challenges teleworkers faced
setting up their home office, managing distractions
and communicating with the office. If a baseline was
established through the pre-pilot survey, follow up
questions can help to assess change. If not, selfreported performance along with supervisor input
can be used. Similar initiatives have found that by
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six months, supervisors have an accurate sense of
changes in performance.
The survey can also collect information about the
impact of teleworking on employee commutes, use
of vehicle during the day and need to come into
the office if something was forgotten. A series of
attitudinal questions can help understand the pros
and cons of the pilot. This type of input is critical in
making a wise decision about telework expansion.
Sample Evaluation Survey

Step 10: Expand Program
Once the pilot is complete, management can look
at the pros and cons of implementing teleworking at
the workplace. Often management is surprised by
the gains in productivity but note that some of these
gains are offset by decreased productivity for in-office
staff. Facilities savings, as well as reduced overhead
can be significant. But above all, nearly every
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teleworker reports improved work-life balance, good
morale and an overall increase in job satisfaction.
Develop a Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats analysis. See the sample summary on the
following page.

A Case for Expansion
Share the Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats analysis with management. Discuss the pros
and cons of the telework pilot, as well as potential
expansion. Review overall company objectives
and align the benefits of teleworking with these
objectives. For example, the company may be
growing but management does not want to expand
leased space. Teleworking is a great tool for desk
sharing or other similar arrangements that reduce
the need for employee offices. Some employers set
up work stations that can be reserved by teleworkers
wanting to work in the office (hoteling).
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Objectives that complement teleworking include:
• Reduced facility cost
• Less overhead expenses
• Improved employee recruitment and retention
• Helping employees with their challenging
commutes
• Reducing the company’s carbon footprint
• Increased employee performance
• Flexibility to employees for purposes of improving
work-life balance
• Reduced traffic congestion
Make the case to management that teleworking
is worth expanding. Help management identify
where there are opportunities to expand. Use focus
group input to determine both individual needs, but
also recommendations from employees on how to
improve and expand the program.
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Case Example: Microsoft Canada
The following infographic was developed by Microsoft Canada to explain their experience and benefits with
teleworking.

Please share your telework experience with Telework Peel. Case examples help
other employers in the region see the benefits and process for teleworking, as
well as receive visibility within the community as an innovative business!

Teleworking Peel Toolkit
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Beyond Teleworking: Looking At
Other Flexible Work Arrangement
Programs
While teleworking is one of the most prevalent
flexible work arrangements, other concepts may fit
your company’s needs better, including:
• Flex Time
• Compressed Work Week
• Staggered Work Hours
• Job Sharing
As with teleworking, rolling out a flexible work
arrangment program generally takes anywhere from
three to six months. There is a suggested sequence
of steps you should follow during that period to
maximize the program’s success and acceptance
throughout your company. Keep in mind, however,
that every organization is different, and that the
program you select and the steps you follow to
implement that program must conform with your
company’s overall goals and corporate culture.

Choose the most appropriate flexible work
arrangement for your company.
Request input from your human resources
department to answer some important questions like:
• Which program best fits your company’s
management style?
• How will a flexible work arrangement affect current
production techniques, procedures and/or work
flow?
• What kind of jobs are/are not suitable for flexible
work arrangements?
• How much do your employees interact with
customers?
• What degree of internal coordination do you
require among employees or departments?
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Productivity changes
resulting from the
compressed work week
schedules are varied.
Most case studies show a change of
+/- 4%.
Productivity typically increased
when employees had a variety of
different work tasks such that they
could schedule tasks that require
more intensive thinking earlier in
the day and tasks that require less
thought at the end of the day.
Decreases occurred when
employees perform repeated tasks
all day, the last hour is often less
• Is back-up support readily available when
employees take a day off?
• Do you have a need to extend customer service
hours?
• How much will a flexible work arrangement cost the
company?

Determine the level of employee interest in a
flexible work arrangement program.
Conduct a brief in-house survey to find out if employees
are interested in an flexible work arrangement. The
survey can include questions such as:
• How would a flexible work arrangement benefit you?
• Do you anticipate any major difficulties with a
flexible work arrangement?
• Will a flexible work arrangement affect how to
commute to work?
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• Seek upper management’s support. Approach key
decision-makers at your company with information
about Flexible Work Arrangements programs
and their potential benefits. You may also want
to conduct a brief survey of management and
supervisors to determine how they feel about such
a program in terms of productivity, accountability
and work flow. Some supervisors are concerned
about a potential lack of control over employees.
Many companies with flexible work arrangements
have found that evaluating employees more on
their performance and less on their punctuality
invites an increase in trust, communication and
results. If you receive positive feedback, you can
request permission to proceed with program
implementation.

Involve legal counsel and labour unions
Since there may be regulations regarding flexible
work arrangements, consult your legal counsel about
labour laws in your area. Also, some labour unions
prefer to retain eight-hour workdays and do not look
favorably on flexible work arrangements. It is wise to
discuss the issue with your local union representative
and keep the union involved and informed
throughout the process.

work arrangements, employees monitor themselves
and each other quite effectively. Employees
should be made to understand that an flexible
work arrangement is a benefit and one that can be
revoked if it is abused.
• Which jobs are not eligible for flexible work
arrangements, and how can you compensate those
employees?
• What are legitimate reasons for exempting
employees from the program as hardship cases?

Consider starting with a pilot program
Once you have designed an flexible work
arrangement that has management’s approval, you
may want to test it in one department or work group.
This is an excellent way to identify problems and work
out solutions before introducing the program to the
entire company.
After the pilot program has been in effect for six
to 12 months, conduct a survey to determine its
effectiveness and popularity. You will want to collect
data on employee tardiness, absenteeism, turnover,
recruitment, project turnaround time, utility costs,
productivity and employee job satisfaction.

Develop policies and procedures
When designing your flexible work arrangement, you
will need to address critical issues such as:
• What should your company’s office hours be?
• What period will be designated as core time?
• Will you let employees choose their own starting
and ending times and/or days off?
• Can employees change hours or days off once a
year? Or at any time, if they give at least 24 hours
notice?
• How will you monitor employee attendance and
hours? It is interesting to note that in many flexible
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Flex time
Flex time allows employees to begin work early in
the day or stay later in the evening, depending on
their individual needs and preferences. On a flex time
schedule, employees:
• Work their regular number of days and hours
each week.
• May choose their work starting and ending times.
• Must be on the job during a specified “core time”
in the middle of the day.

Flex time Tips
Core Time is Meeting Time
Core time, the time when all employees must be
on the job is the best time to schedule company- or
department-wide meetings, as well as other events
that require the attendance of all employees.

Selecting Office Hours
Your office hours should start sufficiently early (6:00
AM to 7:00 AM) and end sufficiently late (6:00 PM
to 7:00 PM) so that employees can avoid the worst
rush-hour traffic. On the other hand, you should
also consider how much your operating costs, such
as electricity, heat and added security coverage will
increase by extending your hours.

Degree of Flexibility
Some companies allow employees to change their
starting and ending times each day. Other companies
ask their employees to pick a permanent starting
and ending time, which may only be changed
at a specified time each year on the employee’s
anniversary date, for example. The type of business
you are in, the job description of each employee,
and your need for coverage of certain positions will
determine how flexible you can allow employees
to be.
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One myth about
traditional work schedules
is that more employees
will work as a team if
they all work the same days and
times. Research shows that team
collaboration is more likely to occur
when you have core days and times
when employees need to be in the
office. Employees know in advance
that core times are meant for
interaction and they can schedule
individual work when the office is
quieter. Studies also showed that
managers were more effective in
scheduling meetings in advance
when there are core times versus
last minute meetings which can be
disruptive.

Employee Eligibility
There are some job functions that require normal
work hours, either because these employees must
be available to deal with the public, or because
they are vital to the company’s internal operations.
These may include receptionists, customer service
representatives, mailroom personnel, computer
operations and support personnel, or employees
who need to match their boss’s schedule. Of course,
you do not want these employees to feel like they
are not receiving the same flex time benefit as your
other employees, so it is wise to arrange a rotating
coverage system that will allow them some degree
of flexibility in their schedules.
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NOTE: Studies of companies with flex time show that 70% of employees arrive at work earlier
than the normal starting time, and 30% arrive after normal starting time.
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Compressed Work Week
Compressed work weeks allow employees to shorten
their work week by one or more entire days. On a
compressed work week schedule, employees:
• Work their regular number of hours in a shorterthan-normal number of days per week (or per pay
period).
• Receive one or two days off each week, or one day
off every other week, depending on the type of
compressed work week schedule.

4/40 Program
Employees are required to work 10-hour days, four
days a week, with the fifth day off. The following
are typical examples of 4/40 schedules from which
employees would be asked to choose.

9/80 Program
Employees are required to work 80 hours in nine
days, with the 10th day off. A typical 9/80 program
includes eight nine-hour days and one eight-hour
day. This shorter day often falls on the Friday that the
employee works.

What should be
considered when
designing a flexible
work program?
No matter which program
or how many options are available, the
duties, expectations, and deadlines should
be clearly outlined by the supervisor and
agreed upon by both the supervisor and
the employee. Supportive organizational
culture, clear communication, teamwork and
reciprocal support between management and
employees will help ensure the success of
these initiatives.
Other issues that should be considered
include:
• Initial start-up costs and additional
administrative duties/time.
• How to schedule meetings and training
courses so most employees can attend.
• Workload management.

3/12 Program

• Meeting customer demands.

Employees are required to work 12-hour days, three
days a week, with the fourth and fifth day off.

• Impact the employee’s absence will have on
the group or the organization.
• Impact on terms and conditions of
employment (for example, leave benefits
may be pro-rated).
https://ccohs.ca/oshanswers/psychosocial/
flexible.html
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Compressed Work Week Tips
Coverage is Crucial
Covering for employees who are taking the day off
is essential when implementing a compressed work
week schedule. That means your entire office cannot
be out on the same day, yet most employees prefer
to take Fridays off, followed by Mondays. Consider
giving half the office Fridays off and half the office
Mondays off. Or, to ensure that every employee gets
a three-day weekend, rotate days off every three to
six months.

medical issues. You may review these hardships on
a case-by-case basis and exempt those employees
from the program.

Ridesharing Incentives
To increase ridesharing among employees on a
compressed work week schedule, consider giving
carpoolers, vanpoolers, and people who ride the bus
or bike to work first choice in their day off preference
over employees who drive alone.

Hardship Cases
While most people enjoy the extra time off they
receive from a compressed work week, some of
your employees may not be able to conform to such
a schedule for legitimate reasons: transportation
problems, a conflict with school, child-care duties, or

NOTE: Compressed work week schedules generally do not change from day to day.
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Staggered Work Hours
Staggered work hours are an effective way for
companies in large buildings and densely occupied
office parks to spread out employee arrivals and
departures, thereby reducing bottlenecks in
elevators, parking lots and nearby streets.

Possibilities for dividing up employees include:
• Assigning each employee a staggered schedule
• Assigning different staggered schedules to entire
departments or work groups; or

On a staggered work hour schedule, employees:

• Organizing staggered schedules in conjunction with
other companies in the area to reduce congestion
on a larger scale.

• Work their regular number of days and hours each
week.

Ridesharing Incentives

• Arrive and depart on staggered shifts that range
from 15 minutes to two hours apart.

Once again, you can encourage ridesharing by
offering first selection of shifts to employees who
carpool, vanpool, ride the bus, bike, or walk to work.

Staggered Work Hours Tips
Allocating Employees Among Shifts
To have the most effective staggered work hour
program possible, you must ensure that employees
are evenly distributed among the available shifts.
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Job Sharing
Job sharing is a flexible work arrangement in which
two part-time employees are sharing the job of
one employee doing a single full-time job. The
concept emerged as individuals struggled to work
full time. Often employees have dependent care
or health issues that do not support a 40-hour a
week schedule. Others desire increased free time
to improve their overall quality of life or to reduce
excessive stress due to full-time working.

How can two people perform the
same job?
Define the needs of the business and the needs of
the two employees when defining the arrangement.
Both employees need to accept the concept that
together they can perform one job and that they will
make the extra effort to ensure that this flexible work
arrangement succeeds.
Establish rules regarding desk sharing. This too often
emerges as an issue when one leaves the desk messy
and the other employee resents it.
Communication is key to success. Each employee is
responsible to ensure that their job sharing partner
knows what they did, and what they plan to do. The
process should be streamlined to minimize time
taken to keep each other updated. Simple things
like copying each other on all emails makes a big
difference with productivity.

Job sharing is popular in
Europe. In Britain, 54% of
employers offered it last year,
up from 34% in 2004, according
to a survey by the business
organization CBI.
As for Canada, two surveys in 2007 found
just 14% of employers offered it. A survey by
Careerbuilder.ca found that 43% of companies
were aiming to deliver more flexible work
arrangements in 2009; job sharing ranked
as the fourth most popular option. Still,
“practices such as job sharing ... are still
not common work arrangements,” Statistics
Canada noted last year.
For employees with busy family lives, job
sharing can help to alleviate the work-home
juggling act. And that “leads to greater
employee retention and loyalty, not just
for women, but among people with aging
parents,” says Julianna Cantwell, human
resources consultant with Juna Consulting in
Edmonton.
Is Job Sharing A Good Idea? Trava Grant, The
Globe and Mail, Published May 16,2009, updated
May 3, 2018

Employees should not over personalize their
workspace and shared equipment. Items like hanging
pictures of family members around the office can
sometimes be irritating to the job sharing partner.
Another example might be when one employee
loads a music library onto their shared equipment
and reduces storage capacity.
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Are there negative issues related to job
sharing?
It can be hard to define who is in charge when
making decisions. It creates confusion and can lead
to frustration between job sharing partners. A good
example of how this can work is in the medical field.
Nurses need efficient systems to communicate
work status to the next nurse in charge of the same
patients. Some job sharers create overlapping
schedules at lunch to brief each other when one takes
over for the rest of the week.
Avoid allowing employees to ask frequent questions
of the job sharing partner when they are off. Prepare
in advance the likely information they will need
before ending one’s work week. Time off can become
stressful when an employee feels that they need to
be available if an issue comes up in the office.
Monitoring individual performance can be difficult,
especially when determining whether an employee
is eligible for a promotion. If the job sharers are tied
together for promotions, they feel a need to monitor
their colleague’s performance, which can add stress
and potentially create conflict between the partners.
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